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Kings of Pool is a mobile, free to play, skilled 
based pool game where players can wager 
against other players and compete in realtime 
for the prize. The primary goal of the game is 
to win matches of pool, a mass winnings and 
become the King!

KINGS OF POOL



THE PROCESS



UNDERSTANDING THE USERS

I researched the topic and dove right in to playing other pool games,
to get a better perspective of the game. I was particularly interested
in the user’s routines while playing pool games and their goals—
Why do they want to play? Why would they choose to play our game?
What emotions are driving them to do particular things? What do 
they want to achieve and what are the things they don’t like?

From the results, I gained valuable knowledge about the advantages
and disadvantages. After reading a lot of game reviews from different 
users, I’ve learned about the various thought processes, needs and 
motivation between groups of users. Based on this understanding, 
I had a few ideas on how I could respond to their everyday needs 
with the design.

THE COMPETITION

I next examined the industry standards and who is the front runner.
Looking through other competitors’ interface design, the steps to 
complete purchases, the amount and type of data gathered during 
the process, the various offers and their timing, product presentation 
and a few other factors, helped me make vital decisions in my 
design process. 

I worked with this data to come up with elements to create the new 
user interface.



SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The research I gained stuck with me throughout the creative 
process. Based on my knowledge I started brainstorming potential 
user journeys, collecting the inspiration and prioritizing them. 
I was then ready to start sketching and creating wireframes for 
my particular views.
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WIREFRAME/DETAILED MOCKUP

After I sketched a wireframe for the whole screen, it was easier to 
create a more detailed digital mockup.

Covering all UI elements, I gave the interface a whole new style
without changing the functionality of the game. Because of this,
there won’t be any surprises with responsiveness and will avoid
higher-cost adjustments that could occur in the future. It will also
make working with the developer much easier. The developer
could see the details and various interactions that happened on
the screen without my assistance in most cases.  
 
After thoroughly going through this process, the next step was to 
start building the graphics.

LOBBY



FINAL GRAPHIC

At this point, I thought about the appearance and how to make
the interaction more compelling. Since the audience for most
pool games are males, I also wanted it to be appealing to the 
female demographic. This inspired me to create an interface 
that stands out from other games in this genre.

My goal was to make it welcoming, friendly, modern & fun.



GAME ELEMENTS

Standard Rules  ?

BETBETBET 100100100 WINWINWIN 200200200

O’NEILL’S
DUBLING, IRELAND

BORT:My son is also named Bo...

Swapped the words “Prize & Cover” for   
“Bet & Win”. Shorter words are easy on 
the eyes of the user.

With the exception of the photos and background  
picture everything else was created in vectors. This 
makes it easy to enlarge or reduce the size of all the 
elements in the UI.

Instead of having a countdown number to 
collect X amount of money, I made a bar that 
fills up energy (more visual). As soon as the 
energy reaches the other end, the players will 
be able to claim their money.
 
Another way of seeing your progress is by 
clicking on the “+ button”. This pop up will  
display the Countdown Timer.



FEEDBACK



FEEDBACK | FRIENDS SCREEN

• Needs a help button
• Not sure what the Edit button does? 
• Guest50000 has a “60” before the icon, what does this mean?
• This screen matches the game art and flow style but could be  

a little more friendly
• The button should indicate I have already played with a friend 

in this list by the word ‘Rematch’, instead of ‘Challenge’.
• The dark colours are too overpowering.



FEEDBACK | GAMEPLAY

• This user interface is well known by the players. In order to make 
the UI different from the others, the graphics should stand out.

• The pool table should be sitting on a textured floor( For eg. hard-
wood, carpet) to indicate its a room.

• UI elements need a graphic treatment
• There are two buttons in the top left corner that are to close to 

each other and might be difficult for the player to click on them. 
• Message option(chat) is missing



FEEDBACK | GAME SUMMARY

• Overpowering dark colours does not motivate 
the users.

• No incentive for taking part
• Not rewarding enough
• I like the composition i.e. the space given to the  

elements on the screen. 
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